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About This Game

Mystic Towers is an action-oriented and puzzle-filled adventure about exploration and magic. With over 30 different monsters
able to crawl, slither, fly, roll, hop - and anything else you can imagine - there’s no shortage of game to play and enemies to slay.

Baron Baldric can jump, push, pull, flip switches, open doors, climb ladders and succumb to poison. He also has a map and
various weapon spells, including fireballs and venom.

Features

Never Too Old: Navigate 540 rooms packed with monsters and puzzles using a mouse, keyboard or joystick.

Save Your Game: Save your game whenever and wherever you want!

Master Magic: Use spells like: Healing, Reveal (which finds secret areas), Levitate, and Teleport.

New Tricks: Look under objects, push buttons, flip switches and move almost any item.

Traverse the Tower: Climb ladders to new levels, teleport to new locations and cross invisible bridges and platforms.
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Cons:
* Runs in DOSBox. (yes, I'm serious)
* Interface is clunky compared to modern games.
* Audio is scratchy. (it was in the original too)
* Game lacks depth\/mechanics compared to modern games.

Pros:
* I played it when I was young and enjoyed it. Now I'm doing it again.. "Just one more monster!" Mystic Towers, ah what a
masterpiece. I used to play this game so much as a kid, and you know, there weren't many games at the time that I could say that
about. This one draws you in all easy; the first tower is a push-over. Then comes the second tower; you need to do a little
thinking in this one. By the third tower, you are at wits end; never knowing which corner a monster will be, never sure of where
the next bit of food might be laying in order to save the rest of your starving, dragged out, now poisoned body. This game is
worth the price tag, and if you have the reflexes and brains to get to the last tower, I will personally mail you a delicious loaf of
stale, pixelated tower bread. Stay retro my friends.. How should I describe Mystic Towers? Maybe old style RPG game is close
enough with some exceptions. You can't name your character or decide how your character looks or select skills but feel of
game is something what you can get from usual RPG games. I should also say that this is not my type game at all (I got it from
3D Realms Anthology bundle) but I can understand why somebody can enjoy this game. It's challenging and well made for its'
time and\u00b4of course it gives very nostalgic vibes.. I remember playing the demo for this back in '95 and had some good
times with this one. Never knew it was an Australian made franchise. Too bad about the emulation though because the audio
was comical and the soundtrack was pretty catchy, at least being DOSBox that can be corrected. Definitely worth picking the
3DR Anthology package though!. Great game from when i was a kid, glad to see it on steam.
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Dki6zHUZedQ
It's Baron Baldric's Second and Final Adventure, a great MS-DOS Childhood Classic of Mine & Sequel to Baron Baldric: A
Grave Adventure (Which I will provide Custom Install Instructions later in the Same Directory as Mystic Towers).

Defeat all 12 Towers (6 Apprentice & Wizard Towers) by battling 30 Different Monsters (5 Types in each Level), Collecting
the Tower Keys & Destroying the Monster Generator with an arsenal of Magic Spells to attack Monsters (Ice, Sulfur, Venom
Cloud, Fireball & Lightning) & to assist you in each Tower (Reveal, Heal, Teleport, Levitate & Bomb). But beware of Traps
along the way including Mushrooms that can kill if your not poisoned!

As for the story, its a neat one; Baron Baldric is able to wield powerful wolf magic that was studied by his evil ancestor Baron
Lazarus Padabouche who left behind a series of towers over the land where monsters has been festering. One day, the people of
Rimm Village approach Baron Baldric & ask him to enter the towers, use the wolf magic to defeat the monsters & destroy the
towers. Baron Baldric isn't too keen on the idea even though he's old and wants to settle down in his retirement pior to his
previous adventures but he decides to summon his wolf magic to defeat the towers and restore peace to the land.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/V0IMh6dyMjc

I completely forgot to post my first impression video for Mystic Towers. It's fun! Decent controls and that intro music is
amazing! There is a bit of a learning curve and the audio was scratchy (something you get used to from older games).
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